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JAck Lo dge
S pri n g S h oots

What is it about Spring
photography you love
the most?
I almost feel that every year, I am
waiting for the wonderful season of
Spring to begin so that I can get lost
amongst magical woodlands in the
Dorset, Hampshire, and Wiltshire
countryside. I am a firm believer in
shooting to the seasons, making the
most of the conditions and bringing
landscapes to life in their best light.
One of my favourite things about
this time of year is the chase for a
photograph, the scouting of new
locations and returning to the
same area time, and time again, to
see it change in different weather
conditions. You also have all the
incredible sounds, the smells,
and the way the soft, golden light
hits the Spring colours (especially
fresh Spring greens, I LOVE those)
is mesmerising. Spring really
is a landscape photographers’
playground. You have vibrant purple
bluebells, bright yellow rapeseed,
luscious red poppies, textured
barley and wheat fields, the photoopportunities are endless.
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Do you have a favourite time you prefer to venture out during these
months, and any tips for those starting out?
Although it can sometimes be a struggle with the 3/4am alarms, I would highly encourage anyone looking to
capture the beauty of Spring to get out for sunrise. When you find yourself surrounded by stunning bluebells
in a misty woodland, all alone with nothing but the birds chirping, you really feel like you are in a movie set.
My top tips for anyone looking to get out and capture Spring would have to be patience, persistence, and
perseverance. I would say that only 40% of my time during Spring is with my camera setup on a tripod at
sunrise. I know that sounds crazy, but the majority of time needs to be spent scouting new locations (start
local, you will be surprised what you find within a 30 minute drive of your house) and get to know a location
really well, by seeing it in different conditions. Would it look better backlit, with nice side light? Maybe with a
little fog to remove distractions and provide separation?
This is always location dependant so spending the time researching will ensure when conditions are right, you
know exactly where to go and can sit in a location waiting for the perfect moment to capture.

Besides the camera, what is an essential tool in your photography kit
which helps in Spring landscape photography?
Hands down a tripod. I do not think anyone shooting landscape photography should be without one in their
photography kit. For one, it helps you slow down, think about your scene, finesse your composition and be
more patient. Do not get me wrong, there is NOTHING wrong with running around handheld, especially with
the dynamic range offered by cameras these days, I just find a tripod helps me from getting carried away and
focus on coming away with one shot I am proud of.
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What one filter in your arsenal is essential this time of year? And
how does it help with your photography?
Without a doubt a good polarising filter. This, for me, is an essential filter during Spring and should
be utilised by anyone looking to take landscape photography seriously – it really does make
that much of a difference. During Spring, I hardly find myself shooting with the sky in frame, so
graduated filters are not necessary. The same goes for ND’s as I rarely visit the coast, unless some
wild thrift catches my eye.

So, why a polariser? Well, when you want to remove the due from the fresh Spring green leaves,
a quick rotate of the polariser and the reflections are gone. You are left with more contrast, added
saturation (natural, of course) and a less distracting scene. This year, I have found the Kase
Magnetic Filters absolutely fantastic for capturing Spring colours – they are a lot quicker to use
than traditional square filters and the polariser works fantastically.
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What is your process for finding new
locations and once at said location,
finding a composition?
I spend hours and hours scouting new locations. I would
go as far to say that only 40% of my time is spent with my
camera, the other 60% is driving to new spots, scouting
woodlands, and searching OS Maps for new locations
to photograph. I find this part just as enjoyable as the
photography, it makes it even more rewarding when you
end up with a unique shot from all the hours searching
and scouting (and getting lost, of course).
One tip I find to help me frame up a composition is to
keep my tripod on my bag. I would not recommend
setting up your tripod and putting the camera on straight
away. Get your camera and move around, look low and
high, left and right, the slightest of movements in a forest
can turn a good composition into a great one. When
you think you have found something handheld, get the
tripod out and start to finesse the scene. When it comes
to finalising your composition, check the edges of your
frame and make sure there are no distracting elements
– like a branch or twig coming into the scene that could
distract from the main story of the image.
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N i c k L i v e se y
Photographing
t h e Sn o w d o n i a
M o u n ta i n s
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It was a gloomy day in October 2017
when I found myself in the company of Greg
Whitton, Andy Yu and several others in the
wilds of the northern Rhinogydd, the nearest
approximation of an authentic mountain
wilderness to be found south of the border. I’d
spent a lot of time with Greg in the previous
few years but hadn’t seen Andy since May
2013 when we both took part in a promotional
film as official Peak District photography
partners. It was great to catch up properly as
we plodded up towards the old manganese
mine on
Moel Ysgyfarnogod and by the time we
reached the extensive pavements of
Cambrian gritstone below Craig Ddrwg we
were fully up to speed and ready for so
me photography.

At the time I was an aficionado of LEE Filters
and really happy with the results they helped
me produce. I’ve never been a gear freak,
seeing my equipment as merely tools to get
the job done, but when I noticed Greg and
Andy using the new fangled KASE system my
curiosity got the better of me. These guys are
brilliant photographers so if they were using
KASE then I wanted to know why!
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Rather than give me a big spiel or the usual sales pitch Andy passed over a collection of
KASE kit and told me to crack on with it. As I got set up I was immediately blown away
with the K100-X holder and the way the polariser integrated into the system. When I
began shooting it only took me one exposure and I was hooked. All at once my LEE gear
seemed obsolete.
For that first shot I slid in 0.6 and 0.9 soft grads and was roundly laughed at for ‘over
gradding’ which didn’t bother me too much as it was the way I worked, often using 5
stops of filtration to balance my exposure. My 6D was, even then, getting a bit long in the
tooth and I had adopted a technique of keeping shadow areas as bright as possible in
camera to minimise noise in my large prints. It works for me but how they laughed!

To really put the cat amongst the pigeons I decided I’d add a six stop into the. mix. Up until that day I had
shied away from longer exposure times as every ‘stopper’ I had ever used introduced a colour cast which
I didn’t want to see on the back of camera. I’m one of those old farts that likes to get things as close to
perfect in camera, that’s the reason I use filters in the first place rather than bracket.
This combination gave me an exposure time of 13 seconds and I was fully expecting to see some visible
colour cast. When the image appeared on my screen I was very pleasantly surprised. The colour was warm
and natural without any hint of cast. I was sold.
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The almost musical sound of it
bouncing off the rock sent me
into paroxysms of laughter.
I bent down and examined the
completely unscathed filter.
“That’s not supposed to happen”
were the only words I could muster.
The system itself and the neutrality of the glass was more
than enough for me to put my LEEs away but there was
more. The Wolverine filters are tough and we conducted a
drop test onto some of the oldest rock in the British Isles.
Nervously, I held the filter at arms length and dropped it.
The almost musical sound of it bouncing off the rock sent
me into paroxysms of laughter. I bent down and examined
the completely unscathed filter. “That’s not supposed to
happen” were the only words I could muster.
A few weeks later I received a custom made 5 stop grad
to add to my arsenal and have been using it ever since. It
still looks brand new and has become an indispensable
piece of kit which I wouldn’t want to be without. I’ve
also been very impressed at how the KASE Wolverine
filters handle condensation and rain drops; rain rolls off
and condensation is easily wiped away without smears.
Moving across to the KASE system has been the single
most positive thing I done to upgrade my equipment
since I got my first decent camera 10 years ago. I would,
and do, recommend them to anyone looking to upgrade
to pro level filters.
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Rod I R e l a n d
Appr oac h to
land s c a p e
Phot o gr a p hy

I’d like to think that my images
‘speak’ for themselves, standing on
their own two feet without the need
for further explanation. Yet, when
KASE filters asked me to describe my
approach to landscape photography
it was a perfect opportunity to
stop and consider where I’ve been
and where I’m heading on my
photography journey, as well as
reflecting on why I take the
images I do.
I moved to Wales in 1995 from an
urban environment in the North of
England. This was the start point for
my appreciation of the UK’s variety of
sublime and inspirational landscapes.
The mountains of Snowdonia shook
me, sparking an interest that was to
shape my life from that
point forwards.
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In 2001, I was lucky enough to get the chance to move to the Lake District, helping seal what’s become a lifelong
passion for getting into the landscape to discover, explore, learn and capture images. I’d owned a film SLR from
the mid-80s but this change in location was a catalyst, a start point that was to see photography become a central
component of my life and identity.
My love for Photography and the outdoors are inextricably linked, one fuelling the other. What I learn in one sphere
informs the other and together these interests help me gain a broader appreciation and understanding of the
environment that I’m attempting to capture in fleeting moments of time.
For a long time, I’d considered my photographic approach to be very methodical from initial conception of an idea,
through to the planning and final execution of the shot. Often, the satisfaction of creating images came from the
knowledge that many hours of effort and/or repeated visits were required to achieve the result. To some degree,
this is still how many of my images are created yet over the past couple of years a more nuanced and varied my
approach to photography has emerged.
Undoubtedly, one of the things contributing to the broadening of my photographic outlook has been the use of
different cameras and formats. Having rediscovered my love for film photography in the past couple of years, I’ve
been shooting with a variety of film cameras from SLRs to Medium format TLR cameras, through to ‘Toy’ Holga and
Diana cameras.
In some instances, using film has made me even more methodical, trying to be certain that everything is right before
releasing the shutter. On the other hand, using cameras such as the Holga 120, or the point and shoot Olympus
Trip has freed me up to just focus on image composition with little mental capacity being taken up worrying about
camera settings.
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The improvement in phone cameras has also meant that I’ve been able to be more reactive
to scenes that emerge around me and can ‘grab’ a shot in a matter of seconds. All together,
I now have a selection of approaches to my photography and am able to choose that which
best suits the time and subject as presented.
As well as my first love (classic landscape vistas) I take inspiration from other aspects of the
visual world including the near landscape or landscape within; urban architectural subjects;
scenes of decay and dereliction through to creation of pure abstracts from a scene. I would
always encourage photographers to explore other genres with a view to taking lessons learnt
from one field and transferring these to others.
Learning to recognise elements of design within a variety of scenes is an invaluable skill
to develop – identifying lines, shapes, patters, forms, colours etc has helped me to create
images that I wouldn’t previously have been able to identify.
Living in the lake district, I’m spoilt with a variety of classic photography locations but being
close to Ullswater means it’s at the top of my list of favourite locations. Further afield the
Yorkshire Dales, Northumberland, Yorkshire coastline, Snowdonia and Scotland are frequently
visited. Despite travelling around the UK to create images, I believe the best images come
from exploration of the creative potential within your own mind rather than the physical
location you find yourself in. I’ve seen (and taken!) some poor images in stunning places,
whilst some of the images I’m fondest of were taken at innocuous or mundane locations.
I’m a strong advocate of the idea that it’s not about the gear, rather it’s about an individuals
creativity and perseverance that results in great images. However, the technical elements
within an image can’t be ignored and for many shots having the right equipment can be the
difference between delivering your vision for an image or deleting it into the ether.
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Thinking specifically about filters my first consideration is “are they necessary for this
shot”? If I can’t rationalise using them for an image, then I won’t. (I’ve seen many clients
on workshops who habitually use filters for virtually every shot, even when there’s no real
requirement to use them).
So, I don’t use filters all the time, but there’s hardly an occasion when I head out without
having filters at the ready. When you do need them, they can be a life saver. There are three
categories of filters I use (for digital photography):
Neutral Density Graduated filters – Even with the broad dynamic range of modern DSLRs (I
use a Nikon D810) there are occasions when modifying the light coming into the camera is my
preferred means of reducing an imbalance of brightness/contrast across a scene.
On most occasions for me, this will be bright skies that need managing (darkening) in order
that I can retain detail by ensuring a lighter foreground. Living in the lake district I mostly
use filters with a soft graduation as to give a gentle transition which better suits the uneven
mountainous skyline. If I’m off to the coast, a hard graduation ND filter will be in the bag.
Neutral density filters – Over time, my images have moved along the spectrum from realist, to
interpretation and often entering the abstract. An important creative tool for me in this respect
is controlling the length of exposure and choosing a shutter speed that enables me to render
a scene in a particular way. The classic example is having a longer shutter speed to present
moving water in an expressive fashion, but I might also use an ND filter to render movement in
vegetation and clouds, or even when doing Intentional Camera Movement (ICM). Sometimes
a 2 stop ND is all that is required, whilst during bright daylight I might use a 10 stop filter,
combined with a 3 stop filter to hold back as much light as possible and enabling me to reach
into exposure lengths of two or three minutes.
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Polarising filter – The polarising filter is the filter I use
most and my recommendation to beginner clients is
“if you only get one filter, get a polarising filter”. It is a
versatile piece of kit and serves a number of purposes
in my photography. Rendering surfaces transparent (or
controlling varying degrees of transparency). Reducing
glare and helping to manage levels of contrast in a scene.
Improving the saturation of colours (usually in woodland
as opposed to using it to enhance blue skies – not much
call for that in Cumbria!) Last but not least, it makes a
great makeshift ND filter which can hold back a couple
of stops of light. The feature I particularly like about the
KASE system is the integrated wheel that allows rotation
of the polariser whilst retaining the filter holder and any
ND grads in use in position.
It’s pretty easy to draw inspiration from the outstanding
photographic locations we’re blessed with in the UK but
as a final note, I’d always encourage the photographer
to push themselves to try and produce work that has an
original aspect to it. Once you’ve bagged the ‘classic’
composition at a location try and do something else, try
and get your own shot. Have a random wander around
an area, actively seeking out alternative viewpoints and
opportunities. Look at all the ingredients on offer within
a scene and try to distil these down to a minimum in
your composition (switching from a wide angle lens to
something longer will help you strip out unnecessary
elements). The level of satisfaction of creating your
own personal composition from an otherwise well know
scene, will always outweigh that of creating a competent
technical copy of someone else’s vision.
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A l i st e r B e n n
Landscape Photography in 2020
O n t h e t i m e l i n e o f h i st o ry
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What does landscape photography mean to you?
How important is external validation, popularity
and social media?
We’re on a timeline stretching back a couple of hundred years and streaming into the future and we’re driving.
I don’t know about you, but I take that responsibility seriously, the future of landscape
photography is in our hands. As a full-time professional landscape photographer, my job is
much more than spending all my time in the countryside making photographs, in fact, I’d say
that is about 20% of it, with 80% of my time spent dealing with administration, making videos
for the YouTube Channel, writing articles like this and conducting interviews and media. I
treasure my time in the field, and try not to let the utility of images get in the way of my own
personal growth and creative vision.
It is a fact that most people engaged with landscape photography do not make their living from
it, and your relationship with the landscape and your work is free from that fiscal stress. Ethics,
morality and integrity are important to me, and in this article I’d like to outline some of the areas
that I feel landscape photography can benefit both us, and our planet.
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1. Nature First
I work closely with the Nature First Alliance to promote ethical and sustainable Landscape
Photography. This means following closely to the 7 principles that they advocate. Don’t trash
the place, don’t damage it, don’t dump garbage etc.
It makes total sense, but is so often ignored just to get the shot. And for what? Some likes
on Insta or a few thumbs up! That’s it really, there are people who use the landscape to boost
their own egos and don’t care if they trample vegetation or destroy fragile geology.
As more of us head into the landscape to find peace and time to think and create, it adds a
huge level of responsibility to preserve and conserve the very place we supposedly treasure.
Think before you geotag your images, can the place sustain traffic, or will it get ruined. I’ve
seen this too many times, and it is truly depressing.
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2. Examine your motives
As you’d expect, everything regarding art is connected, and why we do something has to be
top of the list of questions we should be asking ourselves. On my YouTube channel I often
express regret at some of my own motives early on in my own development. I started as a
bird photographer, and it was a genuine love for them that prompted me to spend a bunch of
money on long lenses and specialized gear. The pleasure of studying and preparing to be in the
right place at the right time, was hugely satisfying, and to come away with a few good shots
that were exposed and focussed on a bird that was doing something interesting, was a huge
reward.
But as some stage when I began posting on forums etc, my motivation changed, and it did
become about popularity and a sense of competition. I didn’t just want to get great shots, I
wanted to be seen to get great shots.
As landscape photography took over and I started my transition into a full time photography
career, that sense of goal driven, competitive marketing was dominant. I wanted to get better
and become an innovator.
Now, my mother brought me up well, so I never damaged the environment or landscape to get
a shot, but I certainly put the image before the experience.
I’m never going to tell anyone why they should be making photographs, any more than I would
assume to tell anyone what to point their camera at. This is your question - why am I doing this,
what am I trying to achieve? In the end, we can only lie to ourselves, nobody else really cares.
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3: The acceptance conundrum:
When I talk about the historical timeline, it is a fluid, ever-changing thing. Since the invention
of photography and all its technological development, one thing has stayed the same: We
point cameras at stuff and record a moment in time. Our perspectives and perceptions are
essentially unique, though we seem to do well at ignoring those to strive instead for external
validation more often than choosing to please ourselves.
This leads to herd syndrome, where we dare not break the mould for fear of being ostracized
and shunned. This deep rooted psychological condition of needing acceptance can become
our driving “creative” force. I’ve put the word in quotation marks for irony, because we strive
for creativity by copying what everyone else does.
Creativity cannot be found in presets, rules, tripod marks or by following someone else’s
repetitive method. Society makes us conform in so many ways, and I understand why, but the
arts are about freedom of speech, openness of expression and being true to ourselves. If you
want to be you, be you, not some clone of a popular social media performer. They’re already
doing it, you’re only ever going to follow in their footsteps and confuse that with having a
unique voice.
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4: Managing Expectations:
It should be clear that there are two paths; one where you are being you, truly you, and
another where you are trying to conform to some external societal standard. Whichever
path you choose to walk is up to you; yet again, I have no wish to judge, or mandate other
people’s lives. All I want to say is that the one thing to be constantly aware of is the power of
expectation; either self-imposed, or externally manifest.
Expectations are part of our psychology, they help shape our perspectives, perceptions
and opinions. Our reaction to them builds us up, or grinds us down; in many ways, we are a
product of our relationship with expectations.
Location expectations these days are clouded by the images we see. As more people flock
to iconic locations, the trend of one-upmanship permeates and a strong sense of competitive
expectation floods the arena. Flying across the world to be greeted by flat light and overcast
skies is likely to raise the blood pressure of most people, and unless we step back from this
hunter mentality, then many of our opportunities to exist in the landscape are scarred by over
reaching. Remember, it is not the landscape that results in us leaving without the images we
want, it is our own blinkered narrow-mindedness. There is no such thing as bad light, just a
lack of acceptance and imagination.
We have a gift at our fingertips. A tool to express ourselves, a vibrant landscape full of
incredible variety and nuance, and the best tools ever available to make the most of it.
Yet still, it is the human condition that is the weakest link. Our own obsession with external
validation, blind focus on the goal rather than the journey, rather than innate relationship right
before our eyes, that only we can see.

You are you, you are unique, your voice is
yours and valid - why use someone else’s?
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Dani e l W r e th am
The B es t
Laid pla n s. . .

As children we learned the motto
“always be prepared” and in later life
“Fail to prepare, prepare to fail” and
both are true, we know them, we say
them but we don’t always adhere to
them at our cost.
I decided to take a look at how I
prepare for a shoot on the Dorset coast
to give you a small insight into it.
My approach to Dorset is slightly
different to an area that I have never
shot before, simply because this is my
stomping ground and I know it very
well so to a degree less preparation is
needed.
So it all starts at ground zero, location
choice, where do I want to go, will the
weather be suited to it? Will the tides
be as I need them? Is it a shot I already
have and want to improve on or simply
a new venue and a new idea.
The biggest single factor in my location
choice is the weather.
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I spend countless hours going through weather apps, all of which telling a different story but
with each titbit of information you gain a better insight into it all and make an informed decision.
My go to app is Met office, this seems to be the most accurate, and really should be
considering its the national standard for weather in the UK.
This is then cross referenced with Ventusky to see if A, it’s the same or B, if it is saying
something vastly different or if it has indeed noticed something a little more interesting.
With this app you are able to determine which percentage of clouds are high level,
mid level or low level which will give you a far better picture of how the sky is going to
behave in the morning.
After this I go to MeteoEarth to check the cloud radar and prediction of how it’s going to look at
said sunset or sunrise times and give me a picture of how the light will come through it.
After that I will look at Clear Outside to see what they predict for the cloud cover too but this
one can be very hit or miss, then just for giggles I look at BBC weather which predicts a new
ice age in the height of summer. It is without doubt the least accurate of all of them, lads you
had one job!
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So now I have a picture of what the weather is going to do and
how the sky might react. I can start choosing my venues based
off this, will they be best to shoot into the rising sun, or maybe
wait for side lighting on my subject?

On weekends I try and avoid the super busy places or honey pot
locations but if i’m going to try them then I usually opt for sunrise
over sunset simply because less people are inclined to get up
super early so it keeps the crowds down.

Tide times are checked, low tide ! The shot is on and a wealth of
features will be exposed and there for the taking,
I also know which way the tide is going so I can keep myself safe
from it just in case.

Well a venue that can incorporate both scores much higher in my
list as I like to give myself options and it has saved my skin on
numerous occasions in the past when one option hasn’t come
off but the other has but I appreciate not all venues can give you
the best of both worlds.

Am I feeling lazy and want a venue that I can pull up to into the
car park ? Or a venue that requires some effort to get too, again
always less busy.

Next comes the bag, am I traveling light or is the venue close?

Once I have several options I narrow it down again based off the
weather, the distance to the venue of choice, how busy it may
be, what else is close etc.

If I am going to go long distance then I have to think seriously
about the equipment I take to limit the weight. Venue decided,
back up venue also decided, along with a back up to my back up
just in case, all within easy reach so I’m all set.

Lets say it’s close, all 3 lenses are checked and cleaned, 15-35
mm, 24-105 mm, 100-400 mm. Glass is polished to within an inch
of its life and a spotlight over the top just to be sure there are no
hidden sneaky smears.
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Same rule for the filters, as I carry quite a few of them with me cleaning them all used to take ages
but since I switched over to Kase filters it takes just a fraction of the time thanks to the Wolverines
Hydrophobic coating, now it’s just a quick wipe over and done.

You settle down to some youtube landscape photography videos and get all fired up again at the
prospect of epic clouds filled with colours that you can only dream of and a picture so amazing it’s
like it has been sent by the gods just for you.

Batteries are checked, spare batteries checked and packed, Waterproofs put in the bag just in case
but mainly because all weathermen are liars and I strongly suspect anti landscape photographers!
Conspiracy maybe?!

You check the apps again, still no change.
Have you forgotten something?
Did you check the batteries?

I know the venue I will be going to intimately so no need to go in advance to scope it out, I know
each area of the location and what it can produce so i’m all set and weather still looks good, gear is
cleaned and ready, multiple alarms are set just in case.

Relax, you got this and you know you did.

Now the waiting game starts, the torturous tick tock of the clock as you wait, the landscape
photographer’s nemesis, it’s going so slow you wonder if there is a fault with the clock?
You check another one to be safe and it’s correct, damn it’s just the time.
You constantly fidget like a caged tiger and you go back and forth through all the weather apps
again just to make sure, they haven’t changed.

Another quick check on the weather apps just to be sure OMG they have changed ! no wait
you’re looking at the next day as its already past midnight and you need to be in bed ready for the
mornings escapade.
You climb into bed and then it hits you, did you put fuel in the car ? you know you did but you get
out of bed and go to check just to be sure, you did.
Back into bed and you know that even if you go to sleep right now you will only get 5 hours sleep,
but the excitement is just too much, you just know tomorrow morning is going to be epic and
possibly the best conditions you have ever seen but time is still ticking away by the minute, 4
hours, three hours and you’re still clock watching.
You check the weather apps once again and it’s all looking good and you drift away silently into the
deepest of sleeps.
5 am hits, the alarm screams out its shrill cry and you’re up like a gazelle ready to go get your
sunrise that you have prepared everything perfectly for, no stone has been left unturned and you
simply can’t fail, Today is YOUR day.
You open the curtains, look outside to be greeted by rain and typhoon-like conditions, the car has
been stolen off the drive and your dog has chewed through both rucksack straps, I didn’t want to
go out anyway.
For all the times it went wrong, here are a few it all went right...
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L e e P e n g e l ly
G o i n g aga i n st
the tide
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“In this age of instant
photography sometimes
it’s nice to take the road
less travelled”
Why on earth are you shooting film ?!. It’s
often the reaction I get from friends and the
odd stranger that happens upon me whilst
out shooting with my film camera.
With the myriad of technology we have at
our disposal these days shooting film if often
regarded as a backwards step. But for me it’s
a chance to shrug off the modern world and
immerse myself in a world of temperamental
emulsions, but free of histograms, white
balance and instant play-backs.
Using film is a whole different ball game
compared to shooting digitally. Often the
two mediums are compared but I think that
is a mistake, they cannot be compared and
there is little point in making comparisons
with the two.

Film has a different feel to it, for one it is
tangible. You can look at your negatives
and transparencies on a light box, hold
them in your hand then file them away for
easy access without having to power up
a computer. The results are very different,
not so clinical and clean as a digital file.
That is part of the fun. In my mind you can’t
beat a nice grainy black and white image,
a pastel toned colour negative or a punchy
transparency.
My introduction to film happened right at
the start of my photographic career nearly
30 years ago. Starting right in at the deep
end with Fuji’s infamous Velvia slide film.
With very little to abso-lutely zero exposure
tolerance, getting exposures right was
imperative. When out shooting com-mercial
subjects on a daily basis I had to get it right,
no second chances. Despite this I did get it
right and quickly learned how to put the film
to best use.
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Formats.
Over the years I have shot pretty much every format, 35mm, medium format 6x4.5cm and
6x7cm as well as large format 5x4” and 6x17cm. The 5x4” and 6x7cm formats were perfect for
repro-duction, especially for the magazine and publishing markets. 35mm was great for speed
but lacked the reproduction quality of larger formats.
As digital cameras came to the market my film cameras worked alongside for a time, but the
switch to digital was inevitable commercially and sadly my film cameras took a back seat.
For many years I enjoyed the whole digital process, the speed, the hit rate and of course the
cost savings !. I still do, as I continue to shoot digitally using my latest Canon camera, the
fabu-lous EOSR.
But I hankered after the old magic of film. So around two years ago I bought a 5x4” camera
again and started shooting film. As much as I love this format the cost of shooting large
format 5x4” film has doubled if not tripled since the ‘old days’. Plus the aspect ration wasn’t
challenging enough.
One format I had never tried was the square ratio, so recently I invested in a 6x6cm square
me-dium format system.
“The square format has been a revelation and I cannot believe I hadn’t tried it before. I think
I’ve found my format after all these years.”
Commercially the square format is a difficult one due to its dimensions. Magazines and the
like all use the 5x4”/6x7cm ratio for covers for instance.
My switch to 6x6cm was done with a non-commercial outlook. My film work is now done
more for pleasure than a commercial outcome. The freedom to shoot what I want is very
liberating and I have quickly adopted the square format as my favourite ratio, especially for
my landscape and architecture work. I find the 6x6 format very easy to compose with, plus
there is no more deci-sion to make on whether to shoot landscape or portrait. Some subjects
don’t work but most do with some thought.
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Film choices.
Fortunately, film stock is still varied, some brands have disappeared but there is still a good
choice both in colour and black and white. I tend to stick with a few favourite types for the
work I do. Because I work in medium format the 120-roll film, I use is still available although
220 roll film is now very rare. From a 120 roll I get 12 images per roll. Doesn’t sound very many
does it? But its more than enough, certainly compared to shooting 5x4”.
For black and white I like Ilford Delta 100 for landscapes. A slow fine-grained film which is
great for long exposure work. When I need a grittier look, I prefer their HP5 plus 400 film. I
also use Fo-mapan 100 and 400. For colour work I prefer Kodak Ektar 100 and Fuji Pro 400H.
These films can be tricky to get right but when exposures are correct, they produce lovely
images. In terms of transparency films Fuji Velvia produces the vibrant punchy colours I like,
but I also use Fuji Provia 100 when I need a more subtle approach.
Negative films, (both black and white and colour), behave better when you overexpose
rather than under expose. I use a handheld spot meter which is very accurate but tend to
overexpose when using ND filters with exposure times longer than 2 seconds. There is no
real need to brack-et exposures with negative films, although this depends on the subject. If
unsure I will bracket if necessary, but I find averaging my exposures readings from highlight
and shadow areas gets it right pretty much every time.

What to shoot.
It is more about knowing what not to shoot. Certain subjects are very tricky for film cameras.
Shooting into strong light can be tricky, especially capturing the dynamic range of the scene.
I much prefer side lit subjects, where capture of the range of tones is easier. This also avoids
the use of heavy filtration which can look more obvious. Backlit and front lit scenes can work
well with most films too.
Colour casts are sometimes unavoidable, especially with slower transparency films.
Most films have a reciprocity failure where colours tend to shift off to more cooler and
magenta tones. When using strong ND filters this can amplify this colour shift, so a quick
check of reciprocity times for each film is good practice. I use a Reciprocity Timer app which
lists every film I use complete with adjusted exposure times for each one.
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Processing & Printing.
If you can find a lab that still processes film stick with them! I’ve used the same lab for nearly
30 years now and know that they get it right every time both in terms of processing and
printing. Costs have increased and so have lead times due to the fact that film is rarer now
and the ma-chinery to produce the films is expensive to run.
I now process my black and white and colour negatives at home with a very basic set up.
Home processing can be a daunting prospect, but it is very straightforward and requires very
little equipment and chemicals. No need for a darkroom, I just use a light tight changing back
to load the film into a developing tank, from then on everything is done in the light.
To develop film, I use an app on my phone - Master Dev. This app is very useful, it has
develop-ment times for every film you can think of along with chemical measurements and
temperatures.
Once processed, dried and cut into strips I then scan my film with my digital camera a
Lightbox and negative mask. This produces a RAW file big enough to print out at A2. Many
years ago, I used a flatbed scanner but have found that the camera method produces much
better results.
The scans are then run through Negative Lab Pro - a Lightroom plug in. This converts the
nega-tive to positive then allows postproduction of the image. From here I then move onto
Photoshop to clean the image and very minimal post work such as levels and curves. The
resulting image is then saved as a TIFF master file.
There is something about seeing your work in print. Having prints made from your film images
is no exception. Yes, you can see the grain sometimes but that is one of the characteristics
I love about film. The resulting prints are gorgeous and have a definite film look to them,
compared to digital reproductions.
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Filtration.
I have always used filters from my first forays into photography to the current time. Even with
digital technology and the ability to merge and blend exposures I prefer to get the shot right in
camera and to that end I prefer to use physical filtration.
Using film cameras and filters goes hand in hand, controlling the exposure whilst shooting film
is a necessity in my opinion. The filters I use control the light rather than colour it. They help to
bal-ance exposure, extend exposure and reduce colour shifts.
Let’s start with graduated filters. I use Kase ND graduate filters in 0.9 and 0.6 strength both in
hard and soft gradation. I find 2 stop and 3 stop grads very useful in balancing land and sky
ex-posures, erring towards the 0.6 mainly as it is not too strong and visible.
Neutral Density (ND) filters are overall neutral grey and are used to extend exposure times
gen-erally. I use three different strengths, Kase ND1000 (x10 stop), ND64 (x6 stop) and ND
16 (x4 stop). I am often shooting exposures from several seconds to several minutes using
these filters. When using colour films the shift, or reciprocity failure shows up as deep blue
to magenta casts. To correct for this, I sometimes use a warming filter in the 81 or 82 series.
There is no white bal-ance setting on my medium format camera!
A polarizer is by far the most useful filter. Again, to control contrast but also to add saturation,
remove glare and improve the image overall.
For my black and white work, I use the polarizer frequently, along with ND’s and ND grads.
Red and orange filters are also used to boost up tones in the resulting images. Red filters
improve overall contrast and boost skies turning them almost black. Orange filters do the
same job alt-hough not so pronounced. Both these filters have an exposure factor to allow for.
For instance, the red filter needs 4 stops of compensation.
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On the surface it would seem that shooting film comes with many pitfalls; cost per shot, reciprocity
failure, physical damage to negatives and transparencies and all in all a lot more work to seemingly
get the final result - not to mention that you don’t see what you are shooting at the time. But this is
all part of the fun and the final image when everything goes to plan is very rewarding.

“I actually like the anticipation of waiting for the results, the whole
process of finding the composi-tion, exposing and developing, to
finally seeing the result gives me great joy.”
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Jam e s Gr a n t
M ak i n g mou ntai n
m em o r i es

Mountains are a magical place for
me. They provide me a place where
I can rest my mind and escape the
responsibilities of daily life, they
offer lesser seen photographic
opportunities, they provide some of
the most magical and unexpected
weather conditions and they provide
me with a solitude you just don’t get
from places lower down, especially
in an increasingly popular world of
social media where pictures can often
become a collector’s item. A shot,
usually with ones-self in it, to bag
that location, to showcase how well
travelled you are. Often spending less
than 10 minutes in a place and barely
looking around.
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Let’s just dial back though. Why did I get into mountain photography? Well, don’t get me wrong, I don’t just
do mountain photography. Photography for me is about taking pictures of special places in a single moment
never to be repeated again. However, the mountains are where I feel at home and where I feel best. Before I
bought a camera, I started off hill walking with my first proper high place being Kinder Scout in Derbyshire,
and at 636m it qualifies to be a mountain in UK standards. Anyone that knows this mass of earth though
would potentially argue otherwise.
I then purchased a camera not long after, purely just to document my times in the hills. I had no real ideas
about what time of day to be there etc, I just wanted to have photos for when I was senile, I would be able to
look back on them and remember the good times. I was only 20 at the point of making this choice!
I soon started having people praising my photos and I quickly won a couple of major competitions. One of the
prizes was a week-long workshop in Snowdonia and it became apparent that I perhaps was better than I gave
myself credit for.
After this, I perhaps started to do less walking with friends and going places on my own more, heading out for
the golden hours where they would either be in bed or in the pub. I used to love social walks but I am naturally
an introvert and as such have no issues just being on my own. I started to take my photography much more
seriously and really started to put the effort in.
I quickly discovered wild camping, a way of heading up the mountains and having an opportunity to capture
both sunrise and sunset, or should I say 2 chances of capturing some decent light? It was also a good
way to take a lot of the effort out of lugging yourself up a hill for an hour or so in the morning, only to be
disappointed. You only have to poke your head out of the tent to see if it’s worth it or not.
Things progressed from there, over the years gaining more experience and confidence. The mountains can of
course be a dangerous place but I am happy both camping up a hill or even walking up/down in the dark. Me
and my partner got a campervan in 2015 and this only aided in my quest to capture more unique moments.
But why do I do this?
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Well, I just love big vistas. The feeling you get when you reach a summit can’t be matched.
Capturing that feeling can be a tough challenge but one I aim to achieve. Mountains are often
deserted in the golden hours and there’s nothing better than feeling like you both have the
mountain to yourself and that you may be the only person taking a photo of that particular view
with those particular conditions, never to be repeated. I am lucky enough to have a few shots in
my portfolio which will be hard to replicate, even if I went up the mountains every day for the rest
of my life. That’s what it’s about. Making Mountain Memories.

I can’t quite explain the feeling when everything goes right. There is a genuine sense of adrenaline
when the light just breaks through those big brooding skies or suddenly the cloud you were once
stuck in breaks to reveal the amazing views.
Of course, there are many disappointments along the way. Many times I have climbed a mountain
to not get anything. Yes, they frustrate me but I always try and take a step back and remind myself
that I am fortunate enough to be able and healthy enough to climb these mountains and it’s as
much about being outside as taking photos. I do sometimes think if I didn’t have a camera, I would
still love visiting these places. In fact, I purposefully go out on my mountain bike without a camera
to take me back to these roots. Speaking of having to keep trying, there are many occasions
I have climbed a mountain three times to get the shot I want. That mountain may be 8 or more
hours away. That’s another consideration. You may look at my portfolio and think I’m lucky
but I don’t really document or publish the times I didn’t take a photo or get the conditions I want.
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So what does it take to climb mountains and photograph
them?
Well a certain level of competence and fitness is a must,
obviously. There are degrees of technical difficulty. Some
mountain views, especially over on the continent can be
achieved by driving or chair lifts but for the most part in
the UK, you have to work for your reward.
You need to be able to navigate. You also need the correct
equipment, a head torch being one of the main ones! I’m
not saying you should be able to count paces and take
bearings (useful) but map reading skills are a must. Some
routes are obvious and if you’re doing it linear, then things
are less likely to go wrong. A quick check of a GPS app
with proper mapping can often get you by but shouldn’t
be solely relied on. Start small and safe and build both
confidence and competence over the years, I know I’m
certainly much better than 10 years ago.
We also have to think about camera equipment. I am
using a Sony full-frame mirrorless with F4 lenses. This
kind of setup really does help keep the bulk and weight
down. To compliment it, I use a Gitzo GT1545 tripod. It
really is lightweight and small but much sturdier than a lot
of the other travel tripods. Also, no other brand has the
height of this tripod for the same kind of weight and the
height is important for me at 6ft7. It wasn’t cheap but it
was worth every penny. You then need to consider more
what you don’t need to carry than what you do, so I take
only the essential lenses. If I am taking filters, I will try to
think what filters are important and am I likely to use. A
polariser usually goes and if there’s a waterfall or pool of
water then maybe a ND too.
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I carry all my kit in a normal hiking bag. I find Osprey ones
good and have various choices depending on the length
of the trip. I can fit all my camera gear in a Tenba BY0B
10 insert which works really well. Try and find a bag with
compartments and easy access to the camera otherwise
you won’t be bothered to use it. Finally, I do occasionally
walk with the camera on my strap via a Peak Design clip
which works well.

A typical day hike would consist of:
Sony A7R iv
Sony 16-35mm F4 (bread and butter lens)
Sony 70-200mm F4 (good for getting details)
Sony 24-105 F4 but this is usually a walkabout lens. This may stay at home.
Kase CPL on a magnetic ring.
Gitzo GT1545 Tripod
Waterproof coat and trousers.
Winter clothing if needed, even in spring and autumn!
Map, compass and GPS device
Food and drink.
First aid kit
Water filter
Head Torch

I also own a personal locator beacon in case of
emergency but these are costly. I tie it in with my
workshops for safety of everyone.
It’s then a case of just keep going and keep trying. One
of the things I would say that’s easier about mountain
photography is higher up, you have less issues with the
sun being blocked by other mountains, which you find
you get down in the valleys. There are also less concerns
about seasonal variation too. There’s still prime times and
there’s still plenty of planning but your window can be
longer, which is a good thing because you may need to
wait for the weather.
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The more I do photography, the more I want to photograph the less seen. That seems strange already finding the more remote places as it is but it feels good to know you may have one of the only
shots from a place and potentially even the best. My photography is always evolving and I always try to better myself. Being a professional also doesn’t play a big part in my actual photography
because these shots I get, I get for myself and no one else. Mountain photography isn’t commercially a big market and I don’t expect to sell a lot of workshops in the mountains either. The clientele for
that kind of thing is a much smaller portion of the market. So it’s good to have it for my own purpose and if others enjoy it, brilliant. If others feel inspired to go up a mountain then even better.
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Sa r a h H o wa r d
The Wonderful World
of winter photography
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Winter is one of the best times of the year to photograph,
offering unique opportunities and plenty of challenges.
Winter brings out a whole new world. The bare bones
of the landscape are exposed creating a stark, graphic
appearance and trees, stripped bare of their leaves, take
on a whole new look. Photographing in winter can be a
truly wonderful and rewarding experience but getting out
there in the first place is as much about your attitude as
anything else. If you think ‘cold and miserable’ you will be
so, with little possibility of achieving good photographic
results. It’s very easy to hibernate but if you make the
effort the rewards can be great.
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First of all a few tips:
• The most important thing is to dress warmly – thermal socks,
decent waterproof boots, plenty of layers including thermal
base layers, waterproofs and a hat and gloves will ensure you
are warm and ready to face the elements. If you really suffer
from the cold like I do, consider taking hand warmers with
you too.
• Carry a flask of tea or coffee with you or have it to hand in the
car. Also, ensure that you have your phone with you in case
of any emergency.
• Bear in mind the effect of the cold on your camera. It will need
to adjust to the cold before being used. Lens fogging and
a build-up of condensation on your lens is the first problem
you will encounter due to radical changes of temperature
when getting in and out of a warm car. To minimise this risk,
when heading out by car to a location, keep your camera in
the boot, away from any heat to allow it time to acclimatise.
Similarly, when you are ready to go inside, put your camera
in a zip lock bag, and make sure it’s sealed tight. Then, once
inside, place it somewhere where it can warm up slowly.
• Take plenty of batteries. Battery drain is the biggest problem
in cold temperatures so never expose your camera equipment
for longer than absolutely necessary. Bear in mind that when
working in Live View your battery will drain faster, so try to
keep this to a minimum.
• If it’s snowing protect your camera with an ready-made
camera cover or a cheaper method is to use a zip lock plastic
bag and cut an opening for the camera lens and viewfinder.
• When photographing try not to breathe through your nose on
the viewfinder as you may create ice due to condensation.
• Watch for slippery surfaces, tread carefully to protect both
yourself and your equipement.
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Timing and planning
This is key to a successful image. Pick your location and time of day carefully and do your
research beforehand. Check when and where the sun rises and sets using an App such as
LightTrac, and check the weather forecast over the preceding days so that you can plan to be at
your chosen location when it is likely to be looking its best. If possible, do a recce beforehand so
that you are more familiar with your location, how long it will take to get there, where to park etc,
and check out any possible compositions.

Embrace the Opportunities of an Early Start
Winter brings out photographic opportunities that are quite unique but it can be quite tricky.
Often the light in winter can be fabulous, far less intense than during the rest of the year, especially
in the early morning or late afternoon. This is when your shots will appear at their warmest and
most dramatic and shadows are long, creating contrast and mood. You are at an advantage too
in winter in that sunrise is relatively late so there’s no need to get up too early! Even so, dragging
yourself out on a cold dark morning is not appealing to the best of us. Rest assured it will be worth
the effort. There is nothing quite like feeling as if you are one of the first to see the dawn of a new
day and, as the light works its wonders and the landscape unfolds before you, your efforts will be
hugely rewarded.
A frosty morning can bring a beautiful start to the day, transforming the landscape. A heavy hoar
frost in particular can turn the most mundane scene into a winter wonderland. Then, as trees
and grasses suspended in time slowly come to life with the warmth of the sun, mist is often seen
rising, providing a great opportunity for some atmospheric shots. Freshly fallen snow has an
ethereal beauty so getting out early, whilst the ground remains untouched will allow you to capture
it at its most magical moment. Remember to watch where you walk so that you don’t spoil the
snow with unwanted footprints.
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Think about your
composition
As always, this is vitally important.
Use a tripod, not only to steady
your camera but also to carefully
set up your shot, helping you
determine what to include and just
as importantly, what to leave out.
Look closely at what you see in your
viewfinder excluding anything that
does not add to the overall impact
of your image. Explore different
viewpoints and make use of all your
lenses. Including a leading line such
as a path, stream or river will help
draw the eye into the scene and don’t
forget to look for some foreground
interest to add depth.

Exposure
Winter can present problems in this
area. If you are lucky enough to have
snow it can prove to be a headache
but it needn’t be so. A general
misconception is that you need to
drastically overexpose to make snow
appear white but snow is seldom
white; instead, it picks up reflections,
which change its colour. A blue
sky will cast a blue/grey reflection,
whereas morning or evening light
casts a lovely warm glow. Be aware
of the effect of changing light and
learn how to take advantage of it.
Most cameras are fooled by snow
however and generally you will need
to overexposure a little to prevent
it appearing too grey. Remember to
check your histogram to ensure your
exposure is correct.
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White Balance
The ‘Auto’ white balance setting on digital cameras tends to make snow look
too blue. Either set your white balance manually by adjusting the degrees
kelvin, or you can wait until the post processing stage to make any corrections.

Filters
A polarising filter is really useful, particularly if you have sunny conditions,
intensifying blue skies and making clouds stand out. It will also reduce glare
on snow and ice. A polarising filter will also help you “see” through water by
reducing reflections on its surface. Remember that it is most effective when
the sun is 90 degrees to your left or right. Do not use a polariser when using
short focal lengths; anything under around 22mm is likely to cause uneven
polarisation where parts of the sky appear darker than others.
Neutral Density Graduated filters are another useful filter, when it comes to
helping to balance the exposure between the sky and the land and ensuring
that all the detail is recorded in any highlight area. Carry a range of soft and
hard grads with you, to suit your subject matter.

Focus
If you are using auto focus you may find that your camera may struggle to
focus in snow due to lack of contrast. Switch to manual focus instead.

Get close
Look for detail – capture winter’s patterns, textures and colours.
Frost and snow in particular, offer much in the patterns they create. Look for
close up detail shots of the frozen remains of leaves and plants held still in
time. If you are near water be sure to take some shots of frozen surfaces.
Keep your eyes peeled.
Be brave, don’t let the cold keep you inside - get out there – the wonderful
world of winter photography awaits you!
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D ean A l l a n
M ak i n g t h e s wi tc h

As a Professional Landscape
Photographer living in the northern
Highlands of Scotland, filters are
an important part of my everyday
workflow. My relationship with filters
is an ever changing one – it varies
from time to time. The relationship has
evolved from the early days when it felt
I used at least 3 filters for every shot,
and thought this was the way to get
that “professional” look. This process
has developed over the years, where
my use of filters is now a lot more
considered and selective. Less is more
sometimes.
However, my relationship with filters
remains an important one and is a
relationship I attach great value.
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Those early days on my journey as a landscape
photographer, from being an enthusiastic hobbyist to an
enthusiastic professional, I have used a wide range of
filter brands: Hoya, Cokin, Lee & Nisi. All of these brands
have their place in the filter market and provide certain
qualities. However, it was whilst out in a remote corner of
northern Scotland with a good friend of mine that I asked
whether I could try some of his filters, just to see how
they were.
And so began my introduction to KASE.
I was immediately struck and impressed with how easy
the whole system was to use. The filter holder was held
in place by two tabs on one side and with a screw on the
other. When tightened, the holder couldn’t be rotated. It
stayed in place perfectly. The magnetic polariser was a
game changer for me. Placed directly onto the adapter
ring, it is held within the adapter ring by a magnet. It
is therefore smaller than some of the other brands but
exactly what I was looking for. When the filter holder is in
place, the rotation of the polariser can easily be done by
rotating the wheel on the side of the filter holder.
During that afternoon, I also had the opportunity to
use several graduated and neutral density filters. Upon
looking at the results on the computer my initial good
impression was enhanced by seeing the results on the
screen. There was no colour cast which is especially
important when stacking several filters together.
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I was intrigued and I wanted to find out more about the KASE brand and was encouraged to
see that some of the landscape photographers who I admired and who’s work I respected were
involved with the filters. This acted as a great endorsement to the product and I was eager to
explore further. I was keen to find a filter brand which suited my workflow.

To my great delight I was afforded an opportunity to test out a selection of KASE filters. So on a
typical Scottish summers afternoon with the wind howling, the rain driving and the temperatures
plummeting I set off for some testing. These conditions in northern Scotland are not uncommon in
the summer, in fact they are considered the norm in these parts. Therefore, it is important that my
filter kit blends easily into my workflow. I don’t want to think about them and I don’t want them to
hold me up. I need a filter system to blend seamlessly into my workflow.
The KASE filters passed this test very easily. The Filter Holder is light and easy to attach to the
lens. The magnetic polariser is already on the lens and in place. With foam lining in the filter holder,
the Neutral Density Filters are easily positioned without any delay to the workflow process. The
constant drizzle can often pose an issue with the filters, however, with the KASE ones being made
from glass, they are easily wiped clean with no visible drying marks. They also survived a drop on
the rocks below, which I was extremely relieved about not to mention, impressed.
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It is a lightweight but reliable system, with the absence
of any colour cast and the game changer, magnetic
polariser. I tend to use my wide angle lenses quite a lot
and I have been impressed by the lack of any vignetting
from around the 16mm focal length on a full frame
camera. This was a major drawback on my previous
filter system and is a welcome addition for my new
system. I have since invested in my own KASE filters and
cannot recommend them highly enough. They are a big
improvement on the last filters I had been using.
Living and working in the northern Highlands of Scotland
I need a filter brand that is easy to use. I need a filter
system which constantly turns out excellent results and I
need a filter system which I can trust.
The weather conditions can be extremely tough and my
KASE filters are certainly easy to use. I work in some of
the worst weather conditions the UK has to offer and
never once has the KASE filter system let me down nor
do I expect it to.
On one of my recent Workshops to the Isles of
Harris & Lewis, one of my participants was so impressed
that he has also decided to invest in the KASE system.
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Phot o gr a p he rs
S unday S es s i on s
Presented by Ruth Taylor from Photography Online.
Brought to you by Kase UK.
Sunday Sessions is an ongoing format bringing
photographers together to talk about experiences, life as a
professional and for you to learn and ask questions live on
the night.
We have a packed schedule for 2021 with some big names.
Subscribe to our YouTube to stay updated and get alerts
when the next session goes live.

Photographers Sunday Sessions 2021 full schedule
January 10th – Stuart McGlennon
January 24th – Alister Benn
February 14th – Nigel Danson
February 28th – Chris Sale
March 14th – Nick Livesey
March 28th – Alyn Wallace
April 11th – Jack Lodge
April 25th – Andi Campbell

Kase UK YouTube

May 9th – Marcus McAdam
May 16th – Ben Kapur
June 13th – Filly and Paul Bonito Brooks
June 27th – Julian Baird
July 11th – Jim Cossey
July 25th – John Finnery
August 8th – Sarah Howard
August 22nd – Daniel Wrethem
More dates coming soon.

